When we came to Dennis, we were clients of another regional recruiter for a very well known
national recruiting service. We had heard of Dennis’ success and commitment to his softball
player clients. Our daughter was a sophomore, already behind the eight ball, and even though
we had paid a pretty penny to our recruiter, we were seeing no results and still doing a lot of
work that we thought we had paid the recruiter from the national company to do.
In the summer before her junior year, what locked us into making the change to Roesle
Consulting was what we witnessed during a huge softball showcase tournament in Lake City.
He was there representing several girls on multiple teams from Pensacola and Mobile and he
was able to work for all of them by just talking to coaches who were watching the games. If the
coaches were looking for a certain age, type, or position that was or wasn’t playing at that time,
he talked up the clients that “fit” and or let them know when a player they might be interested in
was playing. We watched as he followed his clients as they played and saw him talking to
several coaches and former players who are now coaching. He is respected throughout the
college softball world because he knows when to push, not to push, and when to be perfectly
honest with a client and coaches.
We asked our recruiter if he could be at our next tournament to represent us and several other
clients he represented on our team but he was unavailable. He said he would send someone
locally from the company and we thought this would suffice. We never saw or met anyone. We
consulted with our former recruiter personally to discuss what we were experiencing and we
were told that coaches don’t like to talk to recruiters at events and this was looked down upon.
Although we really enjoyed our former recruiter’s friendship and discussions with our daughter,
we felt like a business transaction and even though this is Dennis’ “job”, you don’t feel like a
customer, you feel like part of a family and your kid is one of his kids.
We lost a lot of money with the contract we were never allowed release from but our daughter is
a true example of Dennis’ dedication and commitment to supporting her dream as long as she
continued to work hard as well. Within eight months of changing teams and recruiters, our
daugher was offered a D2 softball scholarship, a NAIA scholarship,a preferred walk on offer at a
D-l and five FJCSAA (JUCO) full rides. Three out of the six schools’ softball teams were
nationally ranked. She accepted a full JUCO scholarship offer to play for the 2014 NJCAA
national champion and fourth place winner of the 2015 FJCSAA championship. She is so
excited about her future and the opportunity to continue playing softball at the college level and
possibly for a university after JUCO. We cannot thank Dennis enough for all he did and
continues to do for our daughter.

